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Abstract

The Berkeley I'rocesa Flow Lan^uai^e (BPFL) is an application-driven proB;ramming
languat^e for modern semiconductor processing. This report describes the <iesiKn and
implementation of a graphical editor for BPFL. Semiconductor process specifications
are complex and require elaborate constructs to specify manufacturing operations, sim
ulation inputs, and dynamic scheduling. As a programming language, BPFL simplifies
the e.xpression of such tasks. However because programming languages are not good
interfaces for non-programmers, a powerful and usable editor for the language is impor
tant. .A. graphical editor for BPFL (BED) has been developed. BED uses a library of
processing abstractions to simplify specifications. BED has iconification and hyperlinks
to pack more information into a small screen area.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Manufacturing a useful silicon wafer is a complicated process. It typically takes

several weeks during which the wafer is processed by many different people and machines.

Each production step involves precise specification of multiple parameters, some of which

depend on the results of previous steps. To manage the manufacturing process, Work-in-

Progress (WIP) systems have been developed to track the wafers. To be really effective,

however, these systems must understand the nature of the effects the wafer is to receive,

called a wafer specification. The creation of a proper specification for a wafer is challenging

and complicated; it is best accomplished via a specification editor. This report describes

the creation of such an editor and its use in the manufacturing process.

A process specification must meet many varied criteria. It must represent the

specification in a way that makes it simple to edit. It must have access to other specifications

and libraries of common processing steps. It must allow the specification of detailed events

in a reusable way. It must be readable by programs (e.g., process simulators) and by

people (e.g., operators, technicians, engineers, etc.) with different levels of experience. The

specification must be connected with the results from previous processing runs, called logs,

so that the specification may evolve intelligently. Such processing logs can encompass a

wide variety of data and data formats, adding additional difficulties.

This paper describes the design and implementation of the BPFL Editor (BED)

that was designed to solve these problems. It employs a graphical interface to facilitate

use by people with different levels of training. The user interface metaphor is based on an

outline processor, enabling its users to hide information with which they are not concerned.

The editor has a built-in interface to a library of procedures, leveraging off procedural



abstraction and reuse. BED also employs b3rperlinks to permit arbitrary connections from

specifications to data and other specifications.

1.1 Outline of the Report

The report begins with a description of its background, describing the semicon

ductor fabrication environment, the Berkeley Process Flow Language, and prior work in the

area. In the next chapter, the capabilities that BED provides are detailed. These capabili

ties are then demonstrated in an extended example in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes the

implementation, the concerns that motivated it, and the problems encountered. The final

chapter summarizes the conclusions drawn.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Semiconductor Fabrication Environment

This section describes the semiconductor manufacturing environment and tradi

tional approaches to process specification editors.

2.1.1 Design and Production of Semiconductors

A process engineer designs an integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing process. Pro

cess engineers determine the sequence of chemical and physical processes that act on the

silicon wafer to produce the desired product. The goal of IC manufacturing is to produce

defect-free silicon wafers as cheaply as possible.

The processing of wafers is carried out by agents [39, 9]. An agent can be either a

machine, a machine operator, or a combination. Some processing steps can be performed by

micro-controlledmachines that download equipment-specific programs (called recipes) and

execute them. Commands in a recipe control gas flows, temperatures in reactor chambers, or

the depositing of materials from a reservoir. Other actions must be carried out by operators

by hand, such as creating loads for larger batch processing (e.g. furnace runs) and moving

wafers between processing areas.

There are many different processing steps that can be carried out on the wafers in

the course of fabrication. These include the addition of thin isolating or conducting layers,

the removal of layers (selectively, as controlled by masks), the introduction of impurities,

and so forth. Wafers are also tested during processing to determine corrections to ensure



process quality. In addition, events are logged to document exactly what happened to the

wafers to assist in debugging the process and in scheduling machinemaintenance. Operation

sequences can becomecomplex, becauseof timing constraints betweensteps, the necessity of

keeping wafers cleanand possible interference between steps. Semiconductor manufacturing

is done in runs on batches of wafers, called wafer-sets, that t3rpically contain 25-50 wafers.

The requirements on a process specification vary with the kind of factory in which

it is run. In research and development factories (or laboratories), a processes specification

undergoes rapid change to determine the optimal settings for a particular process step on

a particular type (or piece) of equipment. Successive runs change the specification based

on information from previous runs. Specialty factories produce low volume application-

specific custom IC products (ASICs). These plants run many different process types, and

they must reconfigure for each run. The object is to reduce the cost of reconfiguration by

proper scheduling. In high volume commodity product factories, it is essential that a single

process has a high yield and that it is schedtded properly with the other processes being

manufactured to maximize the output of the factory. Process specifications must be fiexible

enough to work in all of these environments.

In addition to being used during fabrication, semiconductor processes are also

simulated. Many different simulators have been built to model the manufacturing envi

ronment [19, 15, 27, 41]. These simulators are used in several different ways. One can

use a simulator to assist in creating new process specifications. Simulation results aid in

translating process specifications to work effectively on new equipment. They can also as

sist in determining what parameters are necessary to achieve desired changes in a wafer.

It is important to be able to translate a process specification into a format suitable for a

simulation program.

2.1.2 Traditional Process Specification

The traditional mechanism for specifying a process is the run-sheet. A run-sheet

can either be on paper or stored on a computer. It describes each operation to be performed

on the wafers. Typically the run-sheet only summarizes the steps by naming them and

giving a few key parameters (e.g., a recipe name or temperature setting). The complete

definition of an operation is found in a large manual, called the process manual, that

includes complete listings of equipment, recipes, parameters, and expected measurements



taken during processing. The run-sheets tend to be erratic in their specihcity, because their

audience is technicians and operators. A run-sheet is passed around the factory with the

wafer-set it describes, thus there is little danger of operators mixing up wafers from different

processes. Operators make mistakes by occasionally misinterpreting the sheet's instructions

and by mis-entering parameters and recipe identifiers. Test measurements are recorded on

the run-sheet for use by other operators down the line.

The introduction of micro-controlled machines that can download recipes has

changed the way processing is specified. These machines greatly simplify operator tasks

The run-sheet remains, but the process manual has changed to contain descriptions of the

machine recipes. These recipes are downloaded to the controller from a central processing

database which reduces errors due to misprocessing, although the possibility of data-entry

errors remains. Of course using recipes introduces a possible update problem, as the pro

cessing manual and machine-readable recipe can become desynchronized, potentially giving

inconsistent directions.

The introduction of computers to the manufacturing floor has increased efficiency

by allowing run-sheets and process manuals to be stored electronically. Computers permit

better collection of process data and better management of the manual and recipes. This

switch has also caused a change in the way processing engineers and operators think about

run-sheets. The sheets are organized hierarchically, consisting of levels of operations to be

performed, rather than simple lists of steps.

This change in viewpoint and the increase in electronic data collection combined to

inspire the creation of Work-in-Progress (WIP) systems. WIP systems track the progress of

a process through its sequence of operations, manage equipment scheduling, test data and

so forth. Early WIP systems did not have equipment controllers, so operators performed

the individual steps by hand (i.e., operators put the wafers into the oven, load the recipe

floppy disk into the controller, and enter the commands to start processing). Current WIP

systems can download and execute recipes, monitor processing, and collect data about the

process (e.g. temperature readings, etc.) for some equipment. Some research is currently

being done on more integrated control that includes feedback and feed-forward control [4].

These systems require more sophisticated micro-controllers and computer systems [17]. For

such systems, it is even more important to have a unified specification system in order to

'Of course, there are problems with this simplification too, seefor exzLmple [7].



avoid writing detailed (and possibly different) specifications for each software system used

in the process.

2.2 Introduction to BPFL

The Berkeley Process Flow Language (BPFL) was developed because semicon

ductor processing is so complex. A process-flow is composed of steps and procedure calls

connected by the language control statements. Procedures are sequences of operations that

form an isolated processing step. A procedure can have arguments so that different calls exe

cute different operations. A process module is often represented as a procedure. Procedures

are collected together in libraries, that are version-controlled (as are process-flows).

All processing steps operate on wafers. In this report, we refer to a group of

wafers that receive identical treatment as a wafer-set In previous BPFL papers, these were

referred to as lots. We use lot to describe the entire set of wafers for a run (i.e., the union

of all of the wafer-sets). Thus a split-lot produces two different wafer-sets. During the

processing, some steps may be carried out on all of the wafers (the lot), while others are

performed only on specific subsets of wafers, such as test wafers (which form a wafer-set).

BPFL has a wide array of control statements. It supports vhile loops, for loops,

and if-then-else commands. In addition, it has rework loops that repeatedly execute

operations until a test is satisfied. Another control primitive is the constrain command

that puts a requirement to be satisfied between two operations (such as "must happen

within one hour of each other") and has an alarm to raise if the constraint is violated. The

viewcase statement separates particular instructions for the different uses BPFL can be

put to (such as statements for controlling the WIP system and statements sending input to

simulators). A complete description of BPFL is given elsewhere, see [13, 40, 39].

2.3 Prior Work Using BPFL

Process-flows specified in BPFL were initially edited using text editors, because

BPFL is a programming language. However, text editors were unsatisfactory because the

syntax of the language caused too many problems for its intended users, who as a rule have

no programming background.

The next attempt at an editor was a structured editor called SEPS [33]. SEPS was



built using the Cornell Program Synthesis Generator [28]. SEPS uses a database to store

different versions of BPFL programs, and it has routines for browsing through the database

and performing queries. It provides templates for code writing and performs syntax and

semantic checking. However, users did not like SEPS because the editor was difficult to

use, it had poor error handling and it was too '^confining." Users wanted to be able to

(temporarily) enter incorrect syntax and use commands from typical text editors, such as

emacs.

To address these problems a graphical editor called VED [35] was created. This

editor converted BPFL code into a graph of steps. The steps were displayed, and browsed

using a mouse (See Figure 2.1). Many operations could be performed without touching

the keyboard. This approach had some merit, but was abandoned. The graphical notation

required too much space on the screen to display a small number of processing steps. In

addition, the graph notation resulted in poor performance because of layout computations.

Finally, the space constraints in the nodes obscured the details of a step, requiring additional

operations to disclose step parameters and other additional information. Thus, VED was

abandoned in progress, and BED was developed.

2.4 Other Specification Editors

While the above work has all been done using BPFL at UC Berkeley, other re

searchers have produced specification editors. This section briefly describes the functionality

of comparable systems.

Wenstrand's Process Design Aid (PDA) [38, 37] is an editor for process speci

fications in Stanford's Manufacturing Knowledge System (MKS) [26]. MKS provides a

knowledge-based framework for CIM; it supplies persistent objects, has good support for

multiple materials and outputs of processes, and encompasses a large knowledge base. PDA,

like BPFL, provides for multiple uses of process specification — both for manufacturing and

simulation programs. It supports a hierarchical model of process specification, including

reusable components (they are similar to BPFL's process-flows in their reusability and func

tion, but are objects rather than procedures). Until recently it did not support complex

control-flow operations, however work by Basile has addressed this issue [2, 1].

The Computer Aided Fabrication Environment (CAFE) [20] developed at MIT

supports functions similar to BPFL used in conjunction with the WIP system [13]. Similar
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to BED and the WIP system, CAFE uses a database to store processinginformation [14,5].

CAFE*8 process editor is similar to early work on a structured editor for BPFL. It uses a

programming-language style of process description, and edits the text representation of the

process specification. Regular text editors are used, though forms-based panels are used to

manipulate some stored data.

Recent work at Texas Instruments and Stanford has created the Integrated Man-

ufacturing/TCAD Specification System [11]. This system integrates the different manufac

turing systems in use in the Stanford Fab, encompassing recipes, electronic rim-sheets, and

simulators. It has a graphical interface and uses a library of modules and a persistent object

store. The recipe integration and help system are better in this system than the analogous

features in BED. However, its overall specification browser is weaker.

2.5 The Role of BED

BED further develops process specification editor technology. BED uses BPFL so

that it has a very expressive, general, and extensible language for describing specifications.

Through its use of the INGRES database, BED achieves the persistent information that

PDA has through its objects. The graphical interface in BED is easier to use than CAFE's

text approach. BED addresses the same issues as IM/TCAD system, but from a different

viewpoint, and with an extended definition of a process specification.
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Chapter 3

System Capabilities

This chapter briefly describes the facilities available in BED. They are demon

strated in detail in the extended example in the next chapter.

BPFL gains much over other speciflcation languages because it is a full program

ming language rather than a sequence of simulator instructions, a list of machine settings,

or a collection of nested objects. Anecdotal evidence has shown that a signiflcant amount

of time in a fab is spent handling exceptional conditions, something at which programming

languages are good [10]. In BPFL, it is trivial to specify alternate operations to execute in

cases of a failure, or automatic repair steps to perform. In addition general calculation and

data management operations are easy to do.

BPFL takes advantage of experience gained in the fab via the processing libraries.

Procedures that perform related functions are gathered into a library. This makes them

easy to update together and provides a mechanism for the reuse of common operations.

Procedures are common abstractions which may be used over and over, often to different

effects through argument speciflcation.

The version-control system allows a user to modify specifications for private runs.

This feature is essential in a research environment. It also alleviates any worry that tech

nologies will be "lost" as equipment is changed in the fab. All old specifications are saved

and can be used years after their archival. Storing them in a database allows general queries

to be used to locate particular specifications.

The graphical representation of the processing steps in BED makes the relation

ships between the steps much clearer than many other systems (See Figure 4.1), especially

the important "contains" relationship. This form of presentation eases comprehension of
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new specifications. BED also supports hypermedia to link together different types of data.

Using links, specifications can contain other types of data, such as images of SEM pictures

of a wafer surface, video clips demonstrating equipment operations, graphical displays of

wafer profiles, and dynamic analysis of logged data, in addition to text notes and descrip

tions. This auxiliary data can be accessed by a general h3rpermedia system. The system

allows arbitrary connection of data to particular specifications. One immediate use is the

connection between processing steps and the log entries of operators from previous times

they have run wafers using the specification. This connection gives easy access to comments

and notations about possible problems or successful results. The system even has a graph-

generating subsystem to enhance data visualization and provide "dynamic data" that can

be displayed in different ways by its examiner.

Users can alter the process specification presentation to clarify the BPFL state

ments. Customizations range from changes in font size and color use to the invention of

new presentation elements. This customization allows for local improvements over the initial

design decisions in BED and extensions to BPFL.

From BED, one can connect to the different programs that make up the UC

Berkeley CIM system:

1. Faults is a program for maintaining information about Fab equipment
maintenance and repairs of equipment and other systems described in [21,
22].

2. WIP is the the Work-in-Progress System described in [13, 12].

3. Facility is a facility monitoring tool described in [34].

4. BCAM is a framework of equipment control and diagnostic applications,
see [4].

BED also has a help system, so new users can get on-line assistance for their tasks.

The information displayed by BED can be changed to prevent users from being overwhelmed

by the complexity of the processes they are examining. For example, the user can scroll

around the specification, so that it need not all fit on the screen at once, see Figure 4.18.

Users can also iconify pieces that are uninteresting. BED supports multiple windows to

facilitate sweeping changes. Which wafer-sets are displayed may be changed, and users can

look up documentation for procedures when they desire to see it.
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Chapter 4

Extended Example

This chapter demonstrates the capabilities of BED through an extended example.

The example concentrates on the new features BED provides:

• The iconiiication of steps not desired by the user.

• The integration of the library system and versioning system in a database.

• The use of hypermedia to expand the capabilities of the specification language.

• The button strip of common actions to simplify editing operations.

• The online help system.

4.1 Starting up BED

The first step is running BED. The run-bed command is executed to start up the

editor. At first, BED loads the specification last edited. In this case, the main window

(shown in Figure 4.1) shows the CMOS-16 process. The specification appears in an edit

window of which there may be several in use at one time.

4.2 The Edit Window

To meaningfully go through an example, one must first understand the various

areas in the Edit Window and their function.
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4.2.1 Parts of the Edit Window: The Menu bar

At the top of the BED window is a menu bar. Currently BED has five different

menus from which to select. The first menu, Picasso, has only the entry Quit which is

used to finish the editing session.

The second menu is the File menu. It has the commands that relate to file

operations (in reality these are database operations). These commands are detailed in

Table 4.1.

The third menu, Edit, contains familiar editing operations: cut, paste, delete,

move, and copy. These perform the same operations as the side-buttons, discussed later in

this Section. However it also has some additional features, listed in Table 4.2

The fourth menu, Options, has several functions, listed in Table 4.3, to change

the interface or the view of the process specification.

The final menu, CIM, provides interfaces with the other programs in the Berkeley

CIM system, see Table 4.4.

4.2.2 Parts of the Edit Window: The Status Area

Cjer.eral:

Figure 4.2: The status area.

Below the menu bar is an area that displays general information about the process

being edited (See Figure 4.2). In the upper left corner, it shows the name of the process-

flow being edited. To its right is the name of the process library in which the procedure is

defined (possibly empty for top-level process-flows). Below these two fields are the Owner

and Author fields. The Owner field names the person holding a lock on the process (as part

of the version system), usually the current user. The Author denotes the original author of

the code. The final line gives the Status/Version, displaying the status of the process-flow

(i.e. private, testing, or released) along with its version number and last modification date.



Table 4.1: The operations provided in the File puU-down menu.

Open: Examine another flow pops up a dialog box (Figure 4.11) to select
which flow to examine. It creates a new edit window with that process flow
loaded.

Load: Examine A different flow also pops up a selection dialog box (Fig
ure 4.11), but replaces the current flow in the current edit window with the
selected process-flow.

Close: Close this window destroys the current edit window (if it is the only
edit window, this is the same as selecting Quit from the Picasso menu).

New: Create new flow opens another edit window to permit the creation of
a new process-flow.

Save flow installs the current process-flow as a new version of the process-
flow. (It pops up a dialog box to permit renaming, new major versions,
and selecting the status of the process-flow version.)

Revert to previous version undoes all changes since the last load by reload
ing the process-flow.

Change libraries included pops up a dialog box (Figure 4.17) to add require
ments on which libraries (and which versions of the library) are required
by the current process-flow.

Load previous flow performance turns on the display of hyperlinks to the
runs of the process-flow. It pops up a dialog box to choose which runs are
to be accessed (Figure 4.21).

Edit Flow Documentation pops up a panel to change the documentation
provided with the process-flow (or library).

Documentation (Help) pops up a panel that displays a help file for using
BED (Figure 4.18).

Print flow diagram currently does nothing. It is intended to print a version
of the process-flow on an appropriate printed. The print-representation of
process-flows has not been flnalized.

15
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Table 4.2: The additional operations in the third pull-down menu, Edit.

Make Hyper Link allows the user to create a link from a particular point in
the process-flow code to another object.

Edit in Text Form pops up a window with the current process-flow in its text
form (BPFL).

Edit User Dialogs pops up a dialog box to select a user-dialog, and then a
window in which the user-dialog is displayed (allowing the BED user to
change what text is displayed, stored, etc.).

Table 4.3: The Options pull-down menu's choices.

Select Wafer-Sets to display This allows the user to add or remove wafer-
sets from the on-screen display (See Section 4.3).

Examine run-log is a facility to look at the results of running the process-
flow in the Fab. It pops up a menu to choose which run of the process
to examine (Figure 4.21), and then a menu of each log entry for that
run (Figure 4.26), from which the user can examine particular log entries
(Figures 4.23 and 4.24).

Change View (BPFL, Fab, etc) modifies how BFFL's viewcase instruc
tions are interpreted for display.

Color Bindings allows the user to set how colors are mapped in the interface.

Table 4.4: The CIM menu entries.

Faults A program for maintaining information about Fab equipment mainte
nance and repairs.

WIP Begin a session with the Work-in-Progress System.

Facility A facility monitoring tool.

BCAM An equipment control and diagnostics tool.
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The documentation (comments) for the process-flowcan be reached through a menu-option^

as described in this Section. All of these fields are display-only, and may be turned off by

the user.

4.2.3 Parts of the Edit Window: The Wafer-set Descriptors

Immediately below the Status Area are the Wafer-set Descriptors (See Figures 4.1

and 4.3). Each operation in a process-flowacts upon the specified wafer-sets. The names of

these wafer-sets are given at the top of edit window. The names actually form the top of a

wafer-set selection column of the process code, as described below. Clicking on a wafer-set

name wiU deactivate the display of information about that wafer-set.

4.2.4 Parts of the Edit Window: The Process-Flow Display

The edit window is the most important part of the interface — the part that

actually displays a process specification. The BPFL code that controls the process is in the

main body of the edit window. It has both vertical and horizontal scrollbars so that it is

not constrained in size. At the top of this area are the arguments to the process-flow. In

the example (Figure 4.3), there is one argument named implant-split, and it is set to

true. If there were more arguments, they would be listed below this line. As the arguments

are expected to be supplied to the process-flow when it is executed, the displayed value is

merely the default. To change the default value, the user simply clicks on it, which pops up

a dialog box (similar to the one shown in Figure 4.4), and changes the value through the

dialog box.

Following the arguments is the first Step of the flow. In this case, it is the

Allocate-veifers step. As can be seen in Figure 4.3, the step contains two procedure-calls:

allocate-lot and meas\ire-bulk-resistivity. These procedure calls have arguments,

allocate-lot has three arguments: names, sizes, and snapshot. They are listed below

the line with the procedure name on it. For each argument there is a value to its right. When

the arguments are supplied, they are printed in regular type (as are all of the arguments to

allocate-lot). However, when the default value supplied by the procedure being called

is used, the printed value is italicized (as is the argument to measure-bulk-resistivity).

To change the argument value, the user clicks on it, which creates a dialog box (Figure 4.4).

This dialog box permits the entry of the value, or the selection of the defatdt value, which
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Figure 4.3: The topmost section of a process specification.

is done by clicking on the use default button.
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Figure 4.4: Dialog box for entering new argument values.
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As mentioned above, all processes take place on entire wafer-sets. For example, the

measure-bulk-resistivity procedure operates only on the Nwell wafer-set, as indicated

by the checkboxes to the right of the process-name. Of the four boxes only the one in the

second column is checked. If the box in the column corresponding to a wafer-set name

is shown "checked," the process acts on that wafer-set (thus allocate-lot acts on three

wafer-sets: Cmos, Nwell, and Nch). To change whether or not a wafer-set is acted upon

requires a simple button click on the box, selecting or de-selecting it.
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Figure 4.5: The topmost section of a process specification after two iconifications and a

change in wafer-sets from that in Figure 4.8.

On the left of each box (i.e., procedure-caJI, step description, or argument list)

there is an arrow. The arrow indicates the version of the particular item that is being

shown; an arrow pointing up indicates a "long" version. To conserve screen real-estate,

the user may use the mouse to click on an up-arrow to close the display of the item, in

other words, the step or operation is iconified. An example of a display with the arguments

and allocate-lot call iconified, along with the changes to the wafer-sets operated on by

measure-bulk-resistivity changed, is in Figure 4.5. This required a total of five mouse

clicks. De-iconification is accomplished by clicking on down-pointing arrows.

\ call

tep

call inpldnt.

f call af¥tpal inplant EfEfn •

Figure 4.6: Nested steps with iconified procedure-calls.

In BPFL, steps can be nested, as Figure 4.6 demonstrates by examining the next

step in the CMOS process-flow (most displayed procedure-calls are iconified). In addition
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to steps and procedure-calls, BFFL features while loops, if statements, constraints, rework-

loops, etc. Each operator can have a customized display form.

The remaining feature of the edit window is the button labeled "i" next to the

step names, these buttons denote a hyperlink which are discussed in Section 4.8.

4.2.5 Parts of the Edit Window: The Editing Operations

Commonly used editing operations are provided in a button strip on the left side

of the window (as well as in the pull-down menus). The buttons are shown in Figures 4.7

and 4.8. Clicking on a button will change the cursor to the same shape as that which the



button displays, to make clear the current editing operation or mode (except for undo which

happens immediately). After selecting an operation, clicking with the mouse middle button

will execute the specihed action. Thus, for example, entering delete mode and clicking on

the measure-bulk-resistivity procedure call in Figure 4.5 will delete it; the results of

this action are shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Top portion of Process flow with measure-bulk-resistivity deleted.

Clicking the middle mouse button while in move mode selects the specifled steps

(and any substeps) and moves them to another location. Copy works simiiajly, except that

it leaves a copy of the initial steps in the original place. Undo does not actually act as a

mode; it merely undoes the last action. Clicking on a procedure-call while in lookup mode

brings up a new window that contains the deflnition of the called procedure. For example,

clicking on the implant call in Figure 4.6 will open the window shown in Figure 4.10.

There is a different column of buttons to create new BPFL structures, see Fig

ure 4.8. Clicking on one of these buttons will change the cursor to display the object being

created. Clicking in the process-flow description area will insert the structure there. This

action may cause a dialog box to pop up prompting for information about the structure

being created.

4.2.6 Loading Another Routine to Edit

Pulling down the File menu and selecting Open: Examine another flow loads

another procedure to edit. This command pops up a panel to select the library from which

to load a specification (see Figure 4.11). After clicking in the first column on a library to

use, the second column is filled with the choices of versions for the library. After selecting

a version, the procedures within the library are listed in the third column. A fully selected

routine is shown in Figure 4.12. Clicking on the OK button loads that procedure.

Loading another process-flow to edit, in our case wet-oxidation, causes a new

edit window to appear (as displayed in Figure 4.13). This window is in all respects identical
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Figure 4.10: Information on the implant procedure.
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Figure 4.12: The BED load-procedure panel, where the process-flow wet-oxidation has

been selected (shown highlighted in the lower right).
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Figure 4.13: A second edit window, editing the wet-oxidation flow.



to our original example, so we shall return to it.

4.3 Adding a New Wafer-set

From time to time, users may wish to change which wafer-sets are displayed, or

even to create a new wafer-set to use. To change the wafer-sets displayed, the user selects the

Select Wafer-set to Display menu entry, and uses a dialog box to specify the changes,

see Figure 4.14. (Of course, the user can also turn off the display of wafer-sets by clicking at

the top of their column.) Clicking on the checkboxes in this dialog window controls whether

the wafer-set is to be shown. Entering a name in the "new lot" text entry box will create

it as a wafer-set and add it to the list of wafer-sets.

bed slots diiioq

Figure 4.14: Panel for the addition, removal, and creation of wafer-sets.

4.4 Adding a new procedure call

While modifying a specification, it is often necessary to insert an operation between

two others. Clicking on the type of operation (such as the procedure-call button from

Figure 4.8) and then clicking between the two operations will insert anew operation. These

clicks create a dialog box to query for the procedure name, as shown in Figure 4.15. If the
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Figure 4.15: Initial selection box for a procedure call.

name is sufficiently unique, the user can type it. (The appropriate version for the procedure

is worked out from which libraries are currently being used.) If the user wants to use the

browser to locate the proper version, clicking on the Locate button will bring up the the

procedure library window shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. As with all dialogs, clicking on

Cancel ceases the operation requested. Selecting a procedure (e.g., wet-oxidation) will

bring up another panel. This panel (Figure 4.16) describes the procedure at its top. Its

bottom section gives the default and required arguments. Required arguments have a white

background and must be supplied, default arguments have a gray background.

4.5 Selecting Libraries to Reference

When BPFL code is interpreted it needs to specify from which libraries to draw its

procedures. The libraries are changed via the Change Libraxies Included" menu entry.

The dialog box used is shown in Figure 4.17. The dialog box will list all of the libraries

currently being referenced along with their version numbers. The version use may be one

latest uses the most recent released version of the library.

query uses the most recent version of the library at the time of the creation
of the process-flow specification. If a newer version is in existence at the
time the flow is run, it generates an alarm to query the operator for which
version to use.

static locks a particular library version (released or unreleased) down. It will
use this version unless it is explicitly changed within the process-flow.
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Figure 4.16: Adding a call to the wet-oxidation procedure.
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Figure 4.17: Dialog box to change libraries used by a process-flow.

The "new library" field allows the user to add a library dependency. Adding a new library

will create a box for it (like the one for the cmos library shown in the Figure) and allow its

version to be specified.

4.6 Using the Help system.

A sample help panel is shown in Figure 4.18. It may be examined by using the

scrollbar, or via text searches. It is accessed from the File pull-down menu. The cur

rent version of help does not support hyperlinks or multi-part displays (i.e. a composite

document with drawings, tables, images, etc.).

4.7 User Dialogs

From time to time a process specified with BPFL will prompt the operator with

questions about test results or other information. These interactions are specified by ex

ecuting a user-dialog command. When executed, this command displays a form for the

operator to fill out. The form is printed on the operator's terminal. The forms for these

dialogs are stored in the database and can be edited from BED. A sample for computing

results from measuring oxide thickness with the nanospec is shown in Figure 4.19.

4.8 Hypermedia in BED

This Section describes the hypermedia facilities used in BED.
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4.8.1 Introduction

Hyperlinks are arbitrary connections between different parts of a document. They

were initially discussed by Bush as "Non-sequential writing," see [8]. The term "hypertext"

was invented by Ted Nelson [23]. Hyperlinks basically provide a non-linear form of reading

where instead of reading from one page to the next in a set order, one may jump about the

text. In most computer applications (which make hypertext practical), hypertext systems

are defined in terms of nodes and links. Links connect the source section to the destination,

which is called a node. Thus, one begins reading the start node, and may follow links

from it to other nodes (which may in turn have further links). Links are arbitrary in the

sense that they do not form a part of the regular structure of the computer interface. One

trivial example is the help provided by many software packages, where an operator who is

(linearly) entering data may clickon a help button and read an informative description about

the task (a trivially simple hypertext system). BED makes use of hypermedia which is a

generalization of hypertext. The document can contain the usual sort of hypertext features,

but in addition may contain non-text data forms, such as video sequences, audio recordings,

dynamically updated graphs, etc. One place BED uses hypermedia is by integrating video

clips into the process specification. Hypermedia opens up a new range of possibilities for

many applications. For example, fabs might add digitized audio of operator comments, or

integrate automatic comparisons of videotaped wafers with the wafers being manufactured.

4.8.2 Using Hypermedia in BED

Hypermedia is used extensively in BED. In fact, there is no comment command

in the BED version of BPFL because commenting is subsumed by the hypermedia system.

Instead of putting a comment next to a statement, one creates a hyperlink to the comment.

Then the comment can have arbitrary text and other media about the statement, and

perhaps even hyperlinks to other parts of the specification. For example the i button next

to measure-bulk-resistivity in Figure 4.1 indicates a comment. Clicking on it displays

the window in Figure 4.20, which is a hyperlink. The presence of these links in indicated by

the i's next to the name of an operation (See Figure 4.1 or 4.22). Clicking on the i will pop

up a menu that lists jthe different hyperlinks attached to this operation. The menu contains

a short name for the link and an indication of the type of the node at the link's end.

Hyperlinks are also used to integrate log entries with the specification. One
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BED mode displays the links to previous runs of the speciiication shown mixed in with

the processing operations. This is done by selecting a menu entry (Load previous flow

performance), and selecting which previous process runs to include links to. A ssmiple

window used to choose a previous run is shown in Figure 4.21. In this window, the date

and operator of previous runs are given, along with the option to choose them all. If a link

is selected, the buttons to access them (links) will show up on the edit screen (they appear

as tiny R*s, see Figure 4.22).

Clicking on an R button will bring up the log entry for that operation, as illustrated

in Figures 4.23and 4.24. This appears as another window (usually in a corner of the screen).

This new window can be referenced independently from the edit window. The log window

has a scroll bar to examine all of its contents. The log entry may have hyperlinks or active

data within it. Active data can take the form of video clips, audio, or graphs. A graph is

the presentation in a new window of a table of data, such as in Figure 4.25 . The graph

was summoned by clicking on the graph data button in Figure 4.24. It is also possible to

browse a log via its table of contents, as displayed in Figure 4.26.
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Figure 4.22: A BPFL code example with hyperlinks to previous performance nodes shown.
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Figure 4.25: A graph of the S/D Tox data (the data froin Figure 4.28).
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Chapter 5

Implementation

The BED system is composed of many different modules. This chapter describes

the modules and their implementation. The motivation for each part of the design is given.

Finally the problems with the implementation are discussed.

BED is primarily implemented in the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) [36,

18]. It uses the Picasso Application Toolkit (version 2.1) [31, 29] for most of the interface.

Picasso is an X Window System [32] toolkit in CLOS. It provides high-level abstractions for

interface development. In total, BED contains seven thousand lines of CLOS and Picasso

code. Approximately half of this code has to do with the specialized outline widget that

implements the edit window's body. A custom widget was used as the Picasso implemen

tation, using nested collection widgets, was very slow (e.g., it required half minute window

repaints). The rest of the code implements the connections to the database, specialized

translation routines, the wafer-set widget, the various window formats BED uses, and the

editing functions. The help system is a collection of text hies, loaded into Picasso browsers.

Some of the interface is implemented in Tcl/Tk [25, 24]. A Tk hypertext widget

allows arbitrary Tk widgets to be embedded in a scrolling field [16]. BED capitalizes upon

this widget to implement the hypermedia and hyperlink features. Only two hundred lines of

Tel code were written to provide this functionality. However, the log entries are technically

in Tcl/Tk also, having been converted into mixed text and Tel commands. As these can be

automatically generated, they are not included in the total, but can represent a significant

amount of '^code;" the log entries for a single run of CMOS-16 make up three thousand

lines.
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5.1 Motivations

The combination of Picasso and CLOS was chosen for several reasons. First,

Picasso provides high-level abstractions for user interface development, abstracting away

many of the details of an X application. In particular, Picasso's framework frees the pro

grammer from the details of window creation and destruction, hides many style decisions,

automatically creates buttons and links them to functions, etc. Second, CLOS and Lisp

provide high-level programming language tools. Lisp languages tend to be good at string

manipulation, which simplifies the implementation of editors. Finally, the Picasso source

was available should any changes be needed to support BED. While no new features were

added, its availability made it possible to fix the toolkit rather than have to write application

code to avoid bugs.

Tcl/Tk was chosen for the implementation of the hypermedia system because it

provides muchof the functionality very cheaply. A previous Picassoproject [3] implemented

a hypertext/hypermedia system, and was known to be slow. This motivated a search for

another way to implement that part of BED. Tcl/Tk features a hypermedia widget as an

extension [16]. In addition, Tcl/Tk programs tend to be very small, so they could easily

be used alongside Picasso. Finally, other research at Berkeley [30] is being done integrating

video with Tcl/Tk, allowing the simple addition of video to BED.

5.2 Problems

The fundamental problem with the implementation of BED is that it is too large

and slow. The executing image is approximately 28 megabytes. In addition, XI1 and

INGRES must be running, although INGRES may be run remotely, so the actual local load

may be small. Even running on a machine with 40 megabytes of real memory, BED is still

too slow. Recent experiments to improve space/time performance of large Lisp programs

have been disappointing [6].

An additional problem with using Lisp for an interface package is that periodic

garbage collection causes annoying pauses in the display. This bothers some users even more

than the general slowness. A better integration of graphics package and Lisp environment

would ameliorate this problem. The bottom line is that Lisp is an excellent prototyping

environment, but a poor environment for developing production applications.
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The Picasso interface to Td/Tk is primitive. All non-interface computation is on

the Lisp side, and it simply tells the Td code what to display. However the development

of a function in Picasso similar to the Td send primitive would have allowed a more equal

division of work and a more interactive system.

The primary difficulty experienced was with speed. While some optimizations

increased the speed of some BED operations, BED still has longer delays than users like

(such as its eight minute startup time). It is believed that the speed problems stem irom

using Picasso. Apparently, the generality Picasso provides comes with a high recalculation

cost whenever the interface changes, a high start-up cost (though this was known before

implementation), and a high window-creation cost. Part of this time is consumed by the

slow creation time for CLOS objects and dasses. A new implementation entirely in Td/tk

has been begun; initial results show a dramatic speed increase.

An additional problem was with the database design. BPFL process-flows are

stored either in files that are referenced by the database or in the database itself. When

reading text files, the editor has to parse the files on every load to determine how they should

be displayed. This parsing is somewhat slow and ineffident. Unfortunatdy, the database

retrieval of the files is also slow. However, having the spedfications in the database enables

a broader range of queries to be done on their text.

A continuing problem is the use of screen real estate. Most X applications are

developed to be one of many running at a time on a user's screen. However it is difficult

to fit a reasonable amount of process specification along with the editing tools in a small

window. Thus, the average editor window consumes half a screen. This problem has spurred

several innovations in BED: the iconified procedures, the scrollbars, and the separation of

hyperlinks from the text. No magic solution for this problem is evident. Possible solutions

range from using a virtual desktop, to speeding up window creation/deletion times so much

that it is natural for the user to do so frequently.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the system is general. However, some of the flexibility

is confusing to the user. For example, the different "look" of language elements can be

changed. However, this requires one to understand a complex calling mechanism and write

CLOS/Picasso code to display an element in a different way. This exposure is undesirable; a

friendlier mechanism is needed. Unfortunately doingthis is nearly identical to writing a user-

interface generator, which is a large and complex tool. It is desirable to find some middle

ground that could make this possible without all the complexities of a full-blown interface
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generator. Similarly the different layout customizations cannot be easily set because they

are hidden in the menu hierarchy. It would be better if BED recognized the changes made

in its presentation style and automatically stored them (such customizations range from

colors and fonts to automatic iconiiication).
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

BED makes three important contributions to specification editing. First, it ex

pands the definition of a specification to include diverse but useful related data such as

video clips and dynamic tables. Second, BED presents the first use of outline processing

tools for online specification editing. Third, BED uses a database to track specification

changes and a deep library structure. An additional contribution is in the user interface

reabn: what is successful about BED is all of the little details of the interface. Such features

include having different fonts for default and specified arguments, denoting hyperlinks in

a small amount of space, and supporting iconihcation. Each of these features represents a

small portion of the code, but makes the system much more pleasant to use. While this

implementation of a specification editor has serious performance problems, the functionality

it provides is both useful and novel.
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